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East Syria
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Report on the Connection Between ISIS and the
Turkish Government
Introduction
Recently, there have been many accusations made against the Turkish Government
about its connection to the Islamic State or the so-called " ISIS". This report contains
evidence regarding this connection.
The Turkish government has been involved with ISIS and has been determined to look
the other way when people intending to join ISIS have crossed its border into Syria.
These documents were obtained during the course of several military campaigns of
the People's Protection Units (YPG) against ISIS fighters in Northern Syria. This report
contains identity cards, passports and credit cards belonging to people of Turkish
nationality.

Image 1
This Turkish identity card bears the name Muslim Khalil Tubrak, from the city of
Şanlıurfa on the Turkish border parallel to the Syrian city of "Raqqa", often
referred to as the stronghold of ISIS

Image 2
The identity cards of Turkish civilians, all of them are issued from the city of
Şanlıurfa.
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Image 3
An identity card bearing the name Mohamed Mustafa Giftji, issued in Harran
adjacent to Akcakali in Tel Abyad.

Image 4
Turkish identity card, and credit cards belonging to Ahmed Furat issued from
the region of Ceylanpinar along the Turkish border, across from the city of Sere
Kaniye in Northern Syria.
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Image 5
Another ID bearing the name Mahmoud Ezzat Shahin issued by Konya in
Turkey.

Image 6
This image is also a Turkish driver's license for Hamdi Shemeshk in Konya.
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Image 7
Turkish ID for Baku Husain Baku from Aleppo.

Picture 8
Turkish ID and drivers license in the name of Yavuz Varas oglu.

Image 9
Turkish IDs for foreigners.
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Picture 10
Turkish and foreign credit cards
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Image 11
Turkish and foreign licenses, IDs and credit cards
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Image 12
A notebook belonging to Turkish soldier Ahmet Kebekji.

Image 13
All these cards and documents belong to a person named Khairuddin Ritunga from Indonesia.
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Image 14

Booked Turkish Airlines airline ticket on behalf of Kheireddine Ritunga.

Image 15
Turkish electronic visa belonging to Kheireddine Ritunga, carrying a stamp of
entry to Turkey on 09/27/2019.
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Image 16
Another document bears the name of Khair al-Din Rtunga.

Image 17
Passport belonging to Inver Bramankovic from the Serbian Republic with a stamp of entry to
Istanbul in Turkey on 09/08/2013 and also holds a stamp
Exit on 11/08/2013 from the border crossing "PINAR ONCU" in the border city of Kilis parallel
to the Syrian city of Azaz.
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Picture 18
Passport from the State of Bosnia and Herzegovina for the same person Inver
Bramankovic

Image 19
Passports and ID of people from Kazakhstan with a stamp of entry to Turkey.
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Image 20
Residence permit for foreigners in Turkey.
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Image 21
Indonesian passport with a stamp of entry to Turkey and passport of a person
from Tajikistan.

Image 22
Turkish passport in the name of Ahmed Yekit with an exit stamp issued at the Nusaybin
crossing.
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Image 23
An Egyptian ID and Egyptian passport for Mahmoud Matrawi carrying an entry stamp for
Istanbul on 24/10/201

Image 24
An Egyptian passport belonging to Jihad Matrawi Farouk Zaki Mahmoud with
an entry stamp to Turkey issued on 28/04/2013.

Image 25
The identity and passport from Egypt in the name of Ismail Abdel Karim Ahmed
carrying a stamp of entry to Turkey on 29/11/2013

Image 26
Egyptian passport in the name of Osama Hazem Ismail Abdel Karim Ahmed and
holds a stamp entered to Turkey on 29/11/2013.
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Image 27

A Saudi passport and an Egyptian passport belonging to Asmma Marof
with a stamp of entry to Turkey on 29/11/2013.

Image 28
Residence card and an Egyptian passport in the name of Mohamed Yousry Ali
Al-Zamik carrying a stamp of entry to Turkey on 26/12/2012.

Image 29
An Egyptian passport in the name of Fadila Kamal Mohamed Fathy Karawia
with a stamp of entry to Turkey on 02/07/2013
Also a Syrian passport for the same person under another name Zainab Adu
Hesko with a stamp of entry to Turkey on 02/7/2013 issued in the Turkish city
of Akskali along the border with the Syrian city of Tal Abyad
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Image 30
A Jordanian airline ticket for a person named Moaz Majali, who boarded the
plane from Amman to Sharm El Sheikh in Egypt on November 13.
Also, another tıcket for the same person who boarded a plane flying from
Sharm El Sheikh to Istanbul via Turkish Airlines on 15 November at 4 am.
It shows his flıght from Istanbul on the same day on November 15 at 15:17 pm
to the Southern Turkish city of Gaziantep on the border with Syria

Picture 31
This shows the flıghts of a person called Mohammad Rofik from Jakarta, Indonesia to Doha,
Qatar on March 14, and Mohammad Rofik traveled from Doha to Istanbul on the same day
March 14,
a Turkish visa bearing the name of "City Watani" woman and also a boardıng pass for lines
Qatar Air Qatar AIRWAYS (Qatar) was flown from Doha, Qatar, to the Turkish city of Istanbul
on April 20.
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Image 32
A receipt for booking a hotel in Turkey on an Indonesian website.

Image 33
Electronic securities and visa belonging to the Republic of Turkey for a person
named Ciabutra from Benjai, Indonesia carrying a stamp of entry to Turkey on
09/03/2015.
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Image 34
Hotel reservation papers and money transfer for Alam Broumana.

Image 35
Turkish electronic visa in the name of Selmi Bryanto Akos from Indonesia with a
stamp of entry to Turkey on 06/04/2015.

Image 36

Electronic visa on behalf of Akos Perugi Bryanto from Indonesia bearing
an entry stamp to Turkey on 06/04/2015 (pictures of other visas included
under Image 36)
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Image 37
Turkish Airlines boarding pass in the name of Nadim Moginovic on 06/07/2014
shows his flight between Vienna, Istanbul and Gaziantep.

Image 38
A document written in Korean, written on the back of the document is a Turkish
mobile number.

Image 39
Turkish transit documents contain figures for the Hondai car.
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Image 40
A document of the Turkish Ministry of Health containing a receipt for the
treatment of a patient named Ozkan Koru

Image 41
Military Postponement Form of the Ministry of Civil Defense of the Military
Branch of the Turkish Republic.

Image 42
These documents were obtained from the YPG during a military campaign in
the city of Tel-Abyad, the two images contain a residence permit form from the
Turkish Republic for two people fromEast Turkistan bearing the stamp of the
Istanbul Security Directorate - Directorate of Foreigners Affairs.
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Image 43

A foreign identification card: On the right, Ahmad Qasimo and on the left, Arab Qasimo,
showing that they are from the Syrian city of Hama and the place of residence in Gilan Binar
in Turkey

Image 44

Application form for authorization of Ahmed Qasmo showing the date of the visit from
23/01/2015 for ten days 02/02/201.

Image 45
Application form for permission of Arab Qasmo from the date of 23/01/2015 to
02/02/2015.
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Image 46
University documents and certificates for Mustafa Szczecin Kaya.

Image 47
University papers bearing the name Mustafa Kaya.
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Picture 48
These work form bear the name of Mustafa Kaya.

Image 49
Demobilization transaction papers from the Turkish military in the name of
Mustafa Kaya.

Image 50
Turkish papers for trucks carrying construction materials and supplies.
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Image 51
Names of Turkish people and numbers.

Image 52
The document of closing a course in the name of Murad Akiol.

Image 53
These papers were also obtained that contain names of people in Arabic and
show foreign US and Turkish figures and accounts WhatsApp and Viber.They
are associated with ISIS.
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Image 54
This number starts with the UK international call code that may be for people
belonging to an ISIS chapter in Europe.

Image 55
These pictures show public support for ISIS and a booth set up with the intention of collecting
aid and donations for ISIS in front of Istanbul municipality headquarters.
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Image 56
These photographs were obtained by People Protection Units (YPG) and contain
photographs of a person belonging to the Islamic State Organization whose
identity was revealed after obtaining his personal mobile phone during clashes
with ISIS fighters, showing his travel via Egyptian and Turkish Airlines without
knowing where their plane was launched and where they would depart.
These pictures also appear while taking pictures in archaeological sites in
Turkey. They traveled everywhere without any hindrance from Turkey and hold
meetings with other person belonging to ISIS
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34

The photos show him gathered with other ISIS members inside their
headquarters in Syria.
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Documents
These are documents of approvals for entry into Turkey and telephone
numbers for coordination of entry into Turkey through the crossing of Telabyad and Ghazi Antou-Grables

(1)

These photos show travel permits to Turkey from the Islamic State, Iyad Rashid
Yunis and Nafiaa Khader Ibrahim, with two children, and Salim Ghanem, along
with his companion, Mohammad Ghayeb, on 8 April. /8/4/2015
He was allowed to enter Turkey in the name of Abdul Razak Gerges and his
mother Jamila Elias and his wife Elias with five children to travel to Turkey on
28/3/2015
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(2)
An exit permit to Turkey for a person named Abu Sayyid al-Halabi issued on
2015.

(3)
A delivery receipt from Moroccan Abu Ishak through the Til - Abyad crossing.

(4)
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A document that shows coordination and facilitation of
passage for fighters through Garbles crossing.
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A record of ISIS operatives in the city of Tall Abyad shows that fighters passed
through the Turkish border.

Image 5

A member of ISIS working with the border police of a white hill, came from Turkey through
Abu Nour al-Kurdi, who is in Turkey.
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Image 6
An ISIS operative who came from Batman in Turkey through Al-Tirmizi and
is an official who receives fighters in Turkey

Image 7
Another member, Abu al-Zubair, lives in Tel Abyad, who came from Turkey via
Abu Jaafar al-Turki.
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Image 8
Another border police element came through the group Mazraa Jazinger.

Image 9
Document showing the crossing record for year 2014.
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Image 10
A document showing the tables of the names of those who crossed the border
in 2014
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Image 11

Document showing the crossing record for year 2014

Image 12
Document showing the crossing record for year 2014
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Image 13
Document showing the crossing record for year 2014.
Some documents show that the organization of the Islamic state organizes
crossing operations on the Syrian-Turkish borders through a network of
communication and coordination between it and elements from the Turkish
party.

Image 14
Document containing numbers for communication and
coordination for the crossing (Gaziantep - Jarablus) These
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documents were obtained during the YPG campaign against ISIS.
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Image 15
A document containing figures for communication and coordination through the
port of Urfa, a Tall Abyad , which was obtained during a YPG operation against
ISIS.

Image 16
A picture of a merchant card on behalf belonging to Hammad al-Fares from Raqqa who
passed through the Tal Abyad crossing.

Image 17
There are documents confirming the transit of fertilizers and materials used in
explosives across the Turkish border to the areas in ISIS control, whether
through land or water crossings.
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These images show the crossing of fertilizers across the AKçakale border opposite Tal Abyad,
where workers transport ammonium nitrate through Turkey's Akcakkale crossing to Turkey.
The fertilizer a material known by terrorists to make explosives.
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These images show the transfer of materials such as: –Aluminium pigment –Nitrocellulose
A400 –potassium chlorate -sodium chlorate- Aluminium –powder Aluminium_paste
Yarn crossed the river Jalab in Tal Abyad, which reaches to Turkey. Note that these materials
are used in the manufacture of explosives.
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Image 18

Photos of a document which discusses the reasons fertilizer was prevented from entering
through the gate of Tal Abyad.
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Image 20
Receipt of security reconnaissance documents signed by the governor of the
governorate of Raqqa obtained during the YPG campaigns in Rojava.
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Image 21
A document of the military mechanisms of the State Organization issued in 1437 on
the Hijri calendar and met with the Gregorian calendar 2016.
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Image 22
Receipt of purchase from the Ministry of Transport, Directorate General of Civil
Aviation, the document shows the name of the seller Qader Khalil and the
name of the buyer Ibrahim Cook.
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Image 23

Photos of the identity of both the seller of the aircraft and the recipient.
First: Ibrahim Juma Cook, Mother's name: Khadija, National ID: 10390450316.
Place and date of birth: Adana 1\7\ 1988
The second person is named Qadir Yilmaz Gilk, Mother’s name: Beyaz, the national
number:26959877654. Place and date of the mother: Maltese 13 /5/1988.
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Image 24
Receipt from the notary in the name of Ibrahim Cook
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Image 25

Transfer card from Aras company. The package is sent by a person named Mahmoud Yüksel
from one of the company's centers located in the Turkish city of Konya.
Company Phone #: 05394727647
Sent to: Ahmed Bayalton resident of the city of shanlı urfa. On 13/5/2015
Note: The content of the item sold does not appear on the card.

Image 26
A ticket from Gaziantep lines sent by a person named Yahiya Yusuf
(5366929329) from Izmir. The recipient is a person named Abu Saleh
(5345639036) industrial city of Shanlı urfa on 2015 1 8.
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Image 27

Records of ISIS members of Turkish origin who have recieved military training (records are all
in the image folder of this file).
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Videos
Video (1)
A person named Abdul Rahim Khaled Ibrahim, known as "Abu Islam Al-Ghareeb", was
captured by the People's Protection Units during their battles with the fighters of the Islamic
State Organization in the area of Tal Abyad.

Abdul Rahim Khalid Ibrahim talks about the relationship of the Islamic state with the Turkish
state as a close relationship and that the Islamic state considers the Turkish state a friendly
country and that there is no war between them. He spoke that the way the organization
entered the city of Tal Abyad was through Turkey, and also that Tal Abyad is a lifeline for the
Islamic state as it is an open point for import and export for all products such as oil, food and
a crossing point for fighters where they can pass without facing any problems or obstacles
from the Turkish side and officials overlook their passage. Injured ISIS fighters could cross the
Turkish border to receive treatment in Turkish hospitals.
He also pointed out that the organization's leader gave them a guarantee that they need not
be afraid of the Turkish army and that there was no danger from the Turkish state and in fact
there is a possibility of a relationship between Turkish intelligence and ISIS leaders. He also
described how the group brought fighters and smuggled them from Turkish territory into
Syrian territory where they were based. This was done by assembling them inside Turkish
territory and then transferring them without any interference to Raqqa inside Syrian territory.
He also spoke of having points in Urfa and Gaziantep against Tal Abyad, the border crossing is
organized by competent people and by coordination between the Turkish and Islamic state.
Also, the majority of fighters crossing to join to the ranks of ISIS are the Turks and the Turkish
intelligence is a helping hand in directing them to certain things .
He also said that the Turkish state does not want YPG to take all borders with Syria, because
it is friendly to the Islamic State and they want to facilitate trade. Export and import of oil and
weapons. Specialized people purchase materials and weapons inside Turkey through
merchants not only local but high-level traders.
They are also smuggled things through secret roads along the border between Jarablus and
Al-Rai, the most highly trafficked area.
"Previously, when Tell Abyad was under their control, the economic relationship was open to
the extreme, especially import, but after it came out of their control," he said.
Economic ties have stalled and the Islamic State's poverty has become apparent after the
loss of borders and the lack of Turkish aid.
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Video (2)
A person named Moaz Abdullah al-Sabti also known as "Abu Miqdad al-Zar"
from Deir Ezzor was arrested on 28/2/2016 by the YPG in Tal Abyad.

In his confessions, Moaz Abdullah al-Sabti speaks about how the Islamic State
entered the city of Tal Abyad from the Turkish side of the Syrian border.
They went from the city of Raqqa as several groups towards Jarablus and
entered from Jarablus to the Turkish border where they boarded buses in
Turkish territory towards the Tal-Abyed crossing. They entered the city of Tal
Abyad and the groups spread out within the city.
The Turkish army assisted the organization with heavy military support, which
helped in their withdrawal towards Turkey.
Any pressure on Islamic State fighters must stay in place waiting for the help
of the Turkish army to return to Turkey.
There are a large number of Turkish army fighters, armored vehicles and
everything necessary to fight on the Syrian-Turkish border from the city of Tal
Abyad to Kobani and Tripoli.
There was a huge commercial market from Turkey for foodstuffs, clothing,
ammunition, building materials and military equipment.
From Turkey car bombs were also entering from Turkey via the Tall Abyad
road. There are ISIS recruits and camps in Gaziantep and secret areas, and
others in Turkey.

Video (3)
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An unnamed detainee speaks of how the weapons are transported in a
coordinated manner between elements of the Turkish army and ISIS operatives
through the Tel Abyad crossing. He also talks about how he was transported by
the same Turkish elements from Tal Abyad to Urfa and stayed there for six
months and then returned on a mission to Kobani, where he was arrested.
He also spoke of how the person he took from the border was a Turkish
intelligence officer named Ismail.
He said that any wounded ISIS operatives were taken to the Tall Abyad
crossing and were recovered by Turkish intelligence agents and ambulances.
ISIS elements are treated and secured in Turkish hospitals.
"Trucks carrying foodstuffs, weapons and ammunition were entering Syrian
territory in the name of relief vehicles and brought into Raqqa and then
distributed on the fighting fronts.”

Video (4)
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Video (5)

Video (6)
This video shows a person named "Ahmed Mohamed" arrested by the YPG.

The detainee talks about how ISIS fought in Iraq and Syria and obeyed all the
orders of their princes and elders and how they received great support from
Saudi Arabia, especially The Turkish state who lent support in all respects and
even sent doctors to treat ISIS members and provided hospitals in Turkey for
their treatment. He also talked about many fighters who came to join ISIS from
various Arab and Western countries. He said many Turks were fighting in the
ranks of ISIS. Most of them work for Turkish intelligence and high-ranking
officers.

Video (7)
The video shows a conference of Russian Defense Ministry officials who
presented scandalous satellite images and evidence of illegal trade between
ISIS and the Turkish government where it shows how large numbers of oil
tankers and oil derivatives flow overnight to Turkey through border crossings in
coordination between ISIS and Turkey without any interference from Turkey
and go to the town of Batman in Turkey

Video (8)
The video shows a documentary film "Russia Today RT" filmed in the city of
Shaddadi after its liberation from the control of ISIS by the People's Protection
Units (YPG).
The units seized documents proving the oil trade between ISIS and the Turkish
state.
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It contains information on the driver, the type of cars used for transportation,
the amount of barrels transported and the prices and dates of transport. A
Turkish-born militant from ISIS who was arrested speaks about how to transport
oil from Syria through brokers to Turkey, and also about the transit of
foodstuffs and other goods such as money, weapons and ammunition for oil. It
is easy for the fighters to cross from Turkey to Syria without any difficulties and
obstacles and with the support of Turkey in terms of weapons and materials.
ISIS will lose its biggest supporter.
He added that ISIS and Turkey have a common enemy which is YPG, but
Turkey does not want to fight them publicly and does this through a mediator
to get rid of them, so that the fighters can pass to Syria

Video (9)
The video shows the “DW Channel” report and shows the crossing of various
materials from the Ongo Pinar crossing in the Turkish city of Kilis to Syria to
people in the city of Raqqa, the
ISIS stronghold. In the report, traders talk that most about the goods,
including food and building materials, that go to ISIS-controlled areas through
intermediary dealers where they take place, Order them and buy them without
ever meeting the client.
The Turkish government ignores the passage of these materials and allows the
Western-backed Syrian opposition to cross the shipments for bribes. The report
shows armed people crossing the border from the Turkish side, without the
intervention of the responsible authorities, into Syrian territory .
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